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Outline 
§ Dark Matter and WIMP hypothesis
§ WIMPs searches with noble liquids
§ Darkside-50 detector
§ Physics results
§ Next steps
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Indications of Dark Matter 
§ Several compelling gravitational 

indications for Dark Matter from 
different sources
§ Galactic rotation curves
§ Large Scale structures
§ Acoustic peaks in CMB
§ Gravitational lensing

DarkSide 50March 17, 2015 p. 3

Gravitational indications 
for Dark Matter (DM)

● local stellar velocities (Oort, 1932) & 
velocity of galaxies in clusters (Zwicky, 1933)

appealing gravitational indications for 
dark matter from various sources/ scales

Coma Cluster

thanks, David Y.
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Dark Matter and WIMPs 
§ The ordinary matter can make the ~5% of the 

Universe
§ 27% Dark Matter, 68% Dark Energy

DarkSide 50March 17, 2015 p. 8

DM search: WIMPs

→ appealing gravitational indications for dark matter from 
various astrophysics and cosmological sources/ scales

observe with non-gravitational 
interactions to investigate 
nature of DM

WIMPs (weakly interacting 
massive particles) as well 
motivated DM candidates:
- arise naturally in theories 
  beyond the SM
- „WIMP miracle“

Planck, 
2013 q  Among the different candidates 

WIMPs (Weakly Interacting Massive 
Particles) are well motivated 
q  Arise naturally in theories beyond 

the SM 
q WIMP miracle à relic density of 

the DM coincides with the self-
annihilation cross-section of the 
weak force 
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Dark Matter detection 

DarkSide 50March 17, 2015 p. 9

DM detection/ production

q q

χ χ
production annihilation:

indirect
detection

Complementarity 
of DM searches 

direct detection/
scattering

e.g. DarkSide 50

e.g. LHC e.g. AMS
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Production of DM  
at accelerators 

Indirect detection: 
annihilation of DM 

Direct detection: 
scattering of DM 
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Direct dark matter detection 

D. Franco - APC 5 

Direct Dark Matter Search 

Light AMoRE 
CDMS 
CRESST 

ArDM 
DarkSide 
LUX 
NEXT 
 

ORPHEUS 
PandaX 
XENON 
WARP 
Zeplin 

ANAIS 
CASPAR 
DAMA/LIBRA 
DEAP/CLEAN 
KIMS 
NAIAD 
XMASS 

CDEX 
CoGeNT 
DRIFT 
Genius 
HDMS 

IGEX-DM 
MIMAC 
Majorana 
NEWAGE 

EDELWEISS 
EUREKA 

Picasso 
ROSEBUD 
SIMPLE 
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Dark Matter Direct Detection 
Low rates (~1 ev/ton/
yr @ σ=10-47cm-2)  à 
large target masses 

Low energy recoil à 
low detector 
thresholds  

Background 
suppression 

q Noble liquids TPC  
q  large target masses with low thresholds 
q Deep underground 
q Passive and active shielding 
q Low radioactivity 
q Discrimination of electron recoils from 

nuclear recoils 13/03/2015 7 



Noble Liquid TPCs 
§ Today the best limits for the WIMPs cross-section 

are obtained with Liquid Xenon Double Phase TPC 
(Xenon100 and LUX)

DarkSide 50March 17, 2015 p. 64
Fiorillo, DM201413/03/2015 8 



Double Phase TPC 
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Davide Franco - APC 

Dual Phase Liquid Argon TPC 

Recoil 

Ionization Excitation 

Electrons  Ar+ 

 Ar2+  

 Ar**  

 Ar*  

 Ar2*  

 Singlet   Triplet  

S1 

S2  

Recombination 
 Ar*  

 Ar2*  

 Singlet  

 Triplet  

WIMP scattering in Ar (or Xe) 

WIMP 
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TPC in Action

WIMP Scatter
 deposits 

energy in FV

primary scintillation photons 
emitted and detected

Thursday, March 1, 12

What we see in the detector: 
Scintillation 

Primary scintillation photons emitted  
and detected on the PMTs → S1 
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TPC in Action

ionized 
electrons 
drifted to      
gas region

secondary photons emitted 
by multiplication in gas region

Thursday, March 1, 12

What we see in the detector: 
Ionization 

Electrons drift towards the top of the 
TPC and are extracted in the gas 
phase where they are accelerated 
emitting secondary light à S2 

e- 
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Why Liquid Argon 
§ Relatively inexpensive and dense
§ Easy to purify

§ Most impurities freeze out in colder 
liquids

§ Ionization electrons:
§ High ionization (W=21.5 eV)
§ High electron mobility and low 

diffusion
§ Scintillation photons:

§ Very high scintillation yields (40000 
ph/MeV)

§ Transparent to its own scintillation
§ Exceptional discrimination power 

§ S1/S2
§ Pulse Shape Discrimination 

§ One problem
§ 39Ar contamination

Davide Franco - APC 

Why Liquid Argon? 

Relatively inexpensive and dense 

Easy to purify 
- most impurities freeze out 
- low surface binding 
- purification easiest for colder liquids 
 

Ionization electrons: 
•   High ionization (WLAr = 21.5 eV) 
•   High electron mobility and low electron 
diffusion 

Scintillation photons: 
•   Very high scintillation yield (~40,000 ph/MeV) 
•   Transparent to its own scintillation 

Exceptional discrimination power: 
•  S1/S2  
•  PSD 

One problem:  
39Ar contamination 
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WIMPs and Backgrounds 
§ Typical WIMPs rate (M=100 GeV, σSI=10-45 cm2) ~ 

10-4 evt/kg/day
§ A WIMP will produce a nuclear recoil in the TPC

13/03/2015 14 

Backgrounds

14

39Ar

�

n

α
μ

39Ar
~1x104 ev/kg/day

γ
~1x102 ev/kg/day

Radiogenic n
~6x10-4 ev/kg/day

μ
~30 ev/m2/day

α
~10 ev/m2/day

100 GeV, 10-45cm2 WIMP Rate ~ 10-4 ev/kg/day

ELECTRON 
RECOILS

NUCLEAR 
RECOILS

�

n

[30-200 ]keVr

Electron recoils: 
 
39Ar à 104 evt/kg/day  
(atmospheric argon) 
 
γ à 102 evt/kg/day 

Nuclear recoils: 
 
µ à 30 evt/m2/day  
 
α  à 10 evt/m2/day 

Radiogenic neutrons  
 à 6x10-4 ev/kg/day  



Underground argon 
§ In atmospheric Argon there is 

a small component of 
cosmogenic 39Ar à β decay 
producing electron recoils with 
a rate of 104 evts/kg/day
§ 39Ar/WIMPs ~ 108

§ Pile-up for large LAr detector

DarkSide 50March 17, 2015 p. 56

39Ar-depleted Underground argon

● 39Ar (mostly) produced through cosmic rays:

40Ar(n,2n)39Ar 

● underground argon is 39Ar-depleted:

● "our" UAr has > 150x less 39Ar 

● measured only an upper limit 
from small amount of UAr

● next: measurement inside DS-50

arXiv:1204.6011
J. Xu, et al.

§ Underground Argon do not contain 39Ar (cosmogenic) à 
39Ar(UAr)/39Ar(AAr)<1/150

§ We can build large LAr detectors using Uar
§ Still 39Ar/WIMPs ~ 106 à Need to discriminate ER from NR

13/03/2015 15 



Pulse shape discrimination 
§ What is unique in LAr is the 

capability of distinguish electron 
recoils from nuclear recoils thanks 
to the different shape of the 
scintillation signal
§ ER à most of the excitation goes 

in the triplet state (decay-time 
~1600 ns)

§ NR à most of the excitation goes 
in the singlet state (decay-time ~7 
ns)

D. Franco - APC 15 

Liquid Argon Ionization and Scintillation 

Light Emission via Excitation!
e- +  Ar →  Ar* + e-!
Ar* + Ar →  Ar2*!
Ar2* → Ar + Ar + photon!

Light Emission via Ionization!
e- +  Ar →  Ar+ + 2e-!
Ar+ + Ar + Ar →  Ar2+ + Ar !
e- + Ar2+ → Ar** + Ar!
Ar** + Ar →Ar* + Ar + heat!
Ar* + Ar + Ar → Ar2* + Ar + heat!
Ar2* → Ar + Ar + photon!

Recoil 

Ionization Excitation 

Electrons  Ar+ 

 Ar2+  

 Ar**  

 Ar*  

 Ar2*  

 Singlet   Triplet  

S1 

S2  

Recombination 

DarkSide 50March 17, 2015 p. 65

Pulse Shape Discrimination (PSD)
● NR and ER produce different linear energy transfers (LET) in argon

● resulting in different fractions of excited argon dimers: singlet & triplet

→ significantly different time structure of S1 signal for NR and ER 
→ PSD to distinguish NR from ER (unique for argon!)

S1
nuclear recoil

(singlet dominated)

S1
electron recoil

(triplet dominated)
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Pulse shape discrimination 
§ The shape difference allow to distinguish with an 

exceptional power (>108) ER from NR
§ This is a unique feature of LAr detectors 

§ In Liquid Xenon the PSD is not possible (singlet and 
triplet have similar decay-time)

§ They can only distinguish ER from NR with S1/S2 à 
rejection power of 102

S1 for Nuclear Recoils à  
dominated by singlet  
à fast 

S1 for Electron Recoils à  
dominated by triplet  
à slower 

13/03/2015 17 



Pulse shape discrimination 
§ f90 à charge collected in S1 in the first 90 ns divided by 

the total S1 à fraction of singlet state
§ ~0.3 for ER, ~0.7 for NR
§ Fundamental to have large light yield (>7-8 pe/keVee)
§ Expect discrimination power > 108 (for 60 keVr and 8 pe/

keVee of light yield)

DarkSide 50March 17, 2015 p. 28

Pulse Shape Discrimination (PSD)
PSD variable F90: charge in the first 90 ns over charge in total S1 
pulse (~10 us) → fraction of (short lived) singlet state

power of PSD strongly dependent on LY → taken into account in DarkSide50 design 
(and DEAP-3600, among others)

PSD variable F90 S1 [keV
ee

]

DEAP, arxiv:1203.0604
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Pulse Shape Discrimination (PSD)
PSD variable F90: charge in the first 90 ns over charge in total S1 
pulse (~10 us) → fraction of (short lived) singlet state

power of PSD strongly dependent on LY → taken into account in DarkSide50 design 
(and DEAP-3600, among others)

PSD variable F90 S1 [keV
ee

]

DEAP, arxiv:1203.0604
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Neutron Veto 
§ Once the ER have been rejected we are left with a 

background from neutrons producing NR similar to WIMPs
§ Expected rate ~ 6x10-4 evts/kg/day (WIMPs < 10-4 evts/kg/

day)
§ Can be distinguished either with multiple scattering in the 

TPC or using coincidence with a Veto 
§ DarkSide is the first experiment with an active neutron veto

DarkSide 50March 17, 2015 p. 31

● multiple scatter (WIMP: only single scatter)

● coincidence with liquid scintillator neutron veto

● fiducialisation against surface events: 
select smaller volume based on reconstructed
vertex

NR - Separation from WIMP signal

scintillator veto

n n

TPC

DarkSide 50March 17, 2015 p. 31

● multiple scatter (WIMP: only single scatter)

● coincidence with liquid scintillator neutron veto

● fiducialisation against surface events: 
select smaller volume based on reconstructed
vertex

NR - Separation from WIMP signal

scintillator veto

n n

TPC
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The DarkSide physics program 
§  Phased approach à goal to reach the neutrino floor

Davide Franco - APC 

The DarkSide Program 

8

DarkSide-10 
2011-2013 

DarkSide-50 
2013-2016 

~10-45 cm2 ~10-47 cm2 

10 kg  50 kg  5 ton  100 ton  

“neutrino floor” 
~10-48 cm2 

? 
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DarkSide collaboration 
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What is DarkSide-50?

a two phase liquid argon (LAr) detector,
within a neutron veto,
within a muon veto,
under a mountain

© Stephen Pordes, FNAL

… and all because of backgrounds
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DarkSide-50 

§ Experiment installed in the 
Gran Sasso Laboratory à 
passive shielding

§ 2 vetoes system
§ Water Cerenkov muon veto
§ Liquid scintillator veto (active 

background measurement)
§ Double phase TPC with 50 kg 

of liquid Argon 
§ Started data taking in January 

2014 with Atm. Ar

Radon free clean room 
for TPC assembly 
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DarkSide-50 goals 
§ Demonstrate that double phase Liquid Argon 

TPC is the best technique for Direct Dark 
Matter Searches

Demonstrate the potential of  the 
technology for multi ton 

background-free detector

Background reduction
Depleted Underground Argon

Low background materials
Active Shields against neutrons 

and muons

Background identification
Pulse Shape Discrimination

S1/S2 discrimination
Measure neutron flux in borate 

scintillator
Position reconstruction
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DarkSide TPC 
§ 50 kg active mass of UAr (37 kg 

FV)
§ 19 top + 19 bottom High Quantum 

Efficiency 3’’ PMTs (R11065)
§ Main source of neutron background 

(1neutron per year)
§ 36 cm height, 36 cm diameter
§ All inner surfaces coated with TPB 

(used to shift wavelength of Ar 
scintillation from 128 nm to 420 nm)

§ Low field (0.2 kV/cm) in the Liquid 
phase to maximize the S1 light yield

§ 2.8 kV extraction field

§ Electron lifetime ~ 10 ms and drift 
velocity of ~1 mm/µs DarkSide 50March 17, 2015 p. 19

anode

extraction grid

cathode

~
 4

0
 c

m

gaseous Ar
(above grid)

liquid Ar 
(~50 kg active volume)

DS50 LAr TPC

TPC assembled in radon-free clean room and
just before insertion into the cryostat
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DarkSide vetoes 

§ Liquid Scintillator Veto
§ 30 ton boron-loaded liquid 

scintillator detector, 2 m 
sphere

§ 110 low-radioactivity PMTs
§ Tag neutrons from TPC to 

measure the neutron flux
§ Muon Veto
§ 1 kton ultra pure water
§ ~10 meters, 80 PMTs
§ Tag cosmogenic neutrons

Expected veto efficiency >99% 
Both vetoes are designed to 

host a ~5 ton TPC 

Most of the neutrons are produced in 
the PMTs and cannot be 
distinguished from WIMPs in the TPC 

DarkSide 50March 17, 2015 p. 14

Liquid scintillator neutron veto
● borated scint. (PC+TMB, 30t):

● trimethyl-borate (TMB),
20 % 10B

● very high n-capture 
cross section (3837 b): 
10B(n,α)7Li 

● high efficiency for
detection of neutrons
in compact veto design
(arxiv:1010.3609)

● allows to measure
neutron BG in-situ via 
TPC-veto coincid.

→ active liquid scintillator veto is one of the innovations of the 
DarkSide program

TPC inside
cryostat

110 8“ PMTs

4 m

stainless steel sphere
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Borated Liquid Scintillator veto 

13/03/2015 27 

Borated Liquid Scintillator 
• High neutron capture cross section on 

boron allows for compact veto size

• Capture results in 1.47 MeV α particle
 - quenched to ~ 50 keVee 
 - can be detected with high efficiency

• Short capture time reduces 
dead time loss

Veto Efficiency (MC)

Radiogenic Neutrons > 99.5%*

Cosmogenic Neutrons > 95%

*Based on 50% TMB and 60 μs veto window 20

Nuclear Instruments and Methods A 644, 18 (2011)

Neutron 
Rejection

§ High neutron capture 
cross section on 10B 
allow for a compact 
veto size

§ Neutrons are captured 
and emit a 1.5 MeV α
§ Quenched to ~ 50 

keVee à easy to detect 
with high efficiency 

§ Expect > 99% efficiency 
in tagging neutrons



Electron recoils calibration 
§ One crucial parameter for DS-50 is the light yield à 

pulse shape discrimination power critically depends on 
the number of collected photoelectrons

§ Measured using the 39Ar end-point (E=565 keV) and 
injected 83mKr (E=41.5 keV)

DarkSide

Darkside-50: commissioning with AAr

3DarkSide

Light)collec:on:)8PE/keVee)@)0Gfield

83mKr)peak))
(41.5keV,)T1/2=1.83h)

Excellent)electron)driZ)life:me)
(max)eGdriZ):me)~400μs)

1)month

TPC: ER calibration @ null field

AVERAGE LIGHT YIELD: 8.040 ± 0.006 (stat) PE/keVee 
(systematic errors still under evaluation)

 / ndf 2χ  277.8 / 324

Prob   0.9702

Light Yield Mean [PE/keV]  0.010± 7.992 

Baseline Variance [PE]^2  3574.8±  1953 

Rel. LY Variance  0.000307± 0.003459 

Ar Event Rate [Hz]  0.1±  46.4 

Constant  0.0000381± 0.0005192 
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 / ndf 2χ  277.8 / 324

Prob   0.9702

Light Yield Mean [PE/keV]  0.010± 7.992 

Baseline Variance [PE]^2  3574.8±  1953 

Rel. LY Variance  0.000307± 0.003459 

Ar Event Rate [Hz]  0.1±  46.4 

Constant  0.0000381± 0.0005192 

39Ar End-point 
565 keVee

39Ar

Found to be higher than what 
was assumed in the past for 
DS-50 PSD extrapolations. 

The scintillation light yield is a critical parameter for argon detectors exploiting PSD. Photoelectron 
statistics can limit the rejection of electron recoils.

Background run

Dominated by 39Ar decays (46.4 Hz)

Uniformly diffused in the volume

S1 [PE]S1 [PE]

7.9 pe/keV at null field
7.0 pe/keV at 0.2 V/cm13/03/2015 28 



Nuclear recoils calibration 
§ Calibrate the response to NR is 

more difficult à need to have 
single scatter in the TPC

§ SCENE: small TPC exposed to a 
neutron beam to measure 
scintillation produced by single 
scatter nuclear recoils of known 
energy 

Davide Franco - APC 

Nuclear Recoil Energy Scale 

SCENE 
Scintillation Efficiency of Nuclear Recoils in Noble Elements 

Neutron calibration in large detectors affected by neutron multiple scatterings 
 
SCENE has collected extremely pure samples of single nuclear recoils in a 
small scale TPC 
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FIG. 12. Mean f90 and 10, 50, 65, 80 and 90% acceptance curve of nuclear recoils in f90 as a function of energy. The
drift field value is indicated above each graph. The f90 median points at Ed = 0, 200, 300 and 1000 V/cm are plotted
together in the last graph.
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FIG. 10. Energy resolution, s1, of the nuclear recoils extracted from the Monte Carlo fit, as a function of recoil energy
for all drift field combinations. We separate the results from the June and October 2013 runs. The resolution for the
nuclear recoils, s1, is fit (black continuous curve) with the function described in the text and compared with the fit
obtained for the 83mKr (purple dashed curve) with the same function.
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FIG. 11. (a) Distribution of f90 vs. S1 for 20.5 keV recoil data taken at Ed = 200 V/cm. The vertical dashed lines indicate
the boundaries of the region where S1 is within 1s of the mean of the Gaussian fit µ, as described in the text. (b) f90
distribution for the 20.5 keV nuclear recoil events with S1 falling in the region in [µ � s, µ + s] - i.e., for the events fall
in between the vertical dashed lines in panel (a).

in practice conversion to these units is susceptible
to significant systematic uncertainties due to the
requirement of single electron calibration for S2.
With an extraction field of 3.0 kV/cm, a multiplica-
tion field of 4.5 kV/cm and a gas region of 6 mm in
height, we did not observe resolved single-electron
S2 signals by applying the technique described in
Ref. [36]. We will show in the next section an indi-
rect method of determining the single electron S2
gain in a TPC by taking advantage of the simul-
taneous measurements of scintillation and ioniza-
tion. The single electron S2 gain of our data was
estimated to be 3.1 ± 0.3 PE/e� by this method.

We also report Qy in detector-dependent units of
PE/keV along with the ionization yield of 83mKr.
Qy relative to the ionization yield of 83mKr, like
Leff, 83mKr, permits direct computation of the nu-

clear recoil ionization yield from the measured ion-
ization yield of 83mKr in any liquid argon TPC.

We determined Qy in a manner similar to
Leff, 83mKr, i.e. by fitting experimental data with
Monte Carlo-generated spectra that took into ac-
count the complete geometry of the experiment.
But instead of extracting Qy independently for
each Enr and Ed, we assumed that Qy at a given
drift field can be modeled by a second order poly-
nomial in recoil energy, and fit together all S2 spec-
tra acquired at the same Ed with the same poly-
nomial for Qy. All coefficients of the polynomial
were treated as free parameters. This procedure
improved the goodness of the fit between data and
Monte Carlo, particularly on the left (low PE) side
of the peak, as Qy depends more strongly on recoil
energy than Leff, 83mKr does. In our S1 fits, we as-
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On-going calibration 

§ Extensive calibration campaign with γ and neutron 
sources recently completed

§ Data compared with a Geant4 based MC simulation à 
developed by French groups for DS-50

§ %-level agreement DarkSide 50March 17, 2015 p. 52

S1 scintillation signal

 57Co @ TPC active volume center

data
MC

● MC is Geant4 based detector simulation of TPC, 
  liquid scintillator and water veto
● electronics & reconstruction not included in MC → 
 lack in some resolution in MC

● %-level agreement after detailed MC optics tuning

p
re

lim
i n

a
ry
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f90 for nuclear and electron recoils 

DarkSide

f90 means from available data
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First DarkSide-50 results 
§ 2 months of data with Atmospheric Argon
§ Collected ~1.5x107 events of 39Ar
§ Enormous statistics of ER to prove the Pulse Shape 

discrimination à correspond to 20 years with 
Underground Argon

Event distribution after 
all quality cuts 
•  Single hits in TPC 
•  Without coincidences 

in the vetoes 
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The importance of the veto 
§ DarkSide is the only experiment in the field with a veto system
§ Expected veto efficiency to tag neutrons à 99.5%
§ During the first two months of data taking 4 events were 

tagged in the neutron veto à all with f90>0.6

DarkSide
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WIMP acceptance band 
§ Define the WIMP acceptance 

band to have <0.01 ER 
entering the WIMP search 
region in a 5 pe window

§ f90 from the 39AR spectrum, 
fit with a two gaussian ratio 
model in bins of S1

Davide Franco - APC 

WIMP Acceptance Band 

Nuclear recoil acceptance 

F90: fraction of pe in the 
first 90 ns of the pulse  

Electron leakage fitted 
with the Two Gaussian 
Ratio Model 

180-185 pe 

80-85 pe 
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WIMP Acceptance Band 

Nuclear recoil acceptance 

F90: fraction of pe in the 
first 90 ns of the pulse  

Electron leakage fitted 
with the Two Gaussian 
Ratio Model 

180-185 pe 

80-85 pe 
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Why Liquid Argon? 

Relatively inexpensive and dense 

Easy to purify 
- most impurities freeze out 
- low surface binding 
- purification easiest for colder liquids 
 

Ionization electrons: 
•   High ionization (WLAr = 21.5 eV) 
•   High electron mobility and low electron 
diffusion 

Scintillation photons: 
•   Very high scintillation yield (~40,000 ph/MeV) 
•   Transparent to its own scintillation 

Exceptional discrimination power: 
•  S1/S2  
•  PSD 

One problem:  
39Ar contamination 

Start to have sensitivity 
from Er~35 keV 

90% NR acceptance for 
NR with Er>54 keV 

Numbers of recoils vs 
recoil energy à 
Importance of threshold 
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WIMP search region 
12
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FIG. 4. Distribution of the events in the scatter plot of S1 vs. f90 after all quality and physics cuts. Shaded Blue: dark matter
search box in the f90 vs. S1 plane. Percentages label the f90 acceptance contours for nuclear recoils drawn connecting points
(shown with error bars) determined from the corresponding SCENE measurements.
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FIG. 5. Fits of f90 experimental distributions using the f90 model introduced in Ref. [41, 42]. Left: Fit for the lowest bin in the
WIMP search region, 80 PE to 85 PE. Right: Fit for a typical higher-energy bin, 180 PE to 185 PE.

leads to an expected leakage of 39Ar into the
full search box, bounded by 80 PE<S1<460 PE
(38 keV<Erecoil<206 keV), of <0.1 events. The lower
bound in S1 is chosen where the acceptance for WIMPs
above the leakage curve drops below 5 % (see Fig. 6),
while the upper bound is chosen to contain most of
the integrated acceptance for WIMPs in the standard
halo model discussed below. There are no events in the
search region.

We observe 4 events passing all TPC cuts and with
nuclear-recoil-like f90, but with energy depositions in
the LSV above our veto cut threshold. In coincidence
with one of these 4 neutron candidates, we recorded

signals near saturation in both the LSV and the WCD,
and therefore we classify that event as cosmogenic,
leaving 3 radiogenic neutron candidates. This is to
be compared to the ⇠1.3 neutron-induced events, with
large (> factor of 2) uncertainties, passing all TPC
cuts expected from radiogenic neutrons from the PMTs
based on Monte Carlo studies.

To derive a dark matter limit from Fig. 4, we as-
sume the standard isothermal-WIMP-halo model [44,
45] with vescape=544 km/s [46], v0=220 km/s [46],
vEarth=232 km/s [47], rdm=0.3 GeV/(c2 cm3) [45]. Given
the null result shown in Fig. 4, we derive a 90 % C.L.
exclusion curve corresponding to the observation of

80 PE ~ 38 keVr 
(from SCENE) 

460 PE ~ 206 keVr 

Davide Franco - APC 

Why Liquid Argon? 

Relatively inexpensive and dense 

Easy to purify 
- most impurities freeze out 
- low surface binding 
- purification easiest for colder liquids 
 

Ionization electrons: 
•   High ionization (WLAr = 21.5 eV) 
•   High electron mobility and low electron 
diffusion 

Scintillation photons: 
•   Very high scintillation yield (~40,000 ph/MeV) 
•   Transparent to its own scintillation 

Exceptional discrimination power: 
•  S1/S2  
•  PSD 

One problem:  
39Ar contamination 

Ar 

Xe 

This region represent the probability of having 
ER backgrounds entering the WIMs region à 
will be better when the UAr will be used 
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FIG. 6. Nuclear recoil acceptance of the f90 cut above the
39Ar leakage=0.01 events/(5−PE bin) curve. Red dots indicate
where the acceptance crosses 5%, 10%, . . . , 90%.
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FIG. 7. Spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross section
90 % C.L. exclusion plot for the DarkSide-50 atmospheric
argon campaign (Solid Blue Curve) compared with re-
sults from LUX [48] (Solid Black Curve), XENON-100 [49]
(Dashed Black Curve), PandaX [50] (Dotted Black Curve),
CDMS [51] (Solid Red Curve), and WARP [6] (Dashed Blue
Curve). Also shown is an approximate band (Yellow) where
coherent scattering of solar, atmospheric, and diffuse super-
nova neutrinos begins to limit the sensitivity of direct detec-
tion experiments to WIMPs in absence of directional sensitiv-
ity [52].

2.3 events for spin-independent interactions, and we
compare it in Fig. 7 with limits from recent experi-
ments.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

We report the first underground operations for
physics data taking for the complete DarkSide direct
dark matter search detection system, including the
(46.4 ± 0.7) kg [(36.9 ± 0.6) kg fiducial] LAr TPC, the

30 ton active liquid scintillator shield/veto and the
1 kt active water-Cherenkov shield/veto. An innova-
tive closed-loop argon circulation system with external
purification and cooling allows the LAr TPC to achieve
an electron drift lifetime of > 5 ms. Photoelectron yield
of (7.9 ± 0.4)PE/keV at null field is achieved for detec-
tion of the primary argon scintillation, giving the photo-
electron statistics necessary for high performance pulse
shape discrimination.

Figure 4 covers the range of energies from 8.6 keV to
65.6 keV for 39Ar, and a total of 15 ⇥ 106 39Ar events
were recorded over that energy range. Event selection
based on the TPC cuts is shown to completely suppress
39Ar background events in the present (1422 ± 67) kg d
exposure.

This exposure contains at least as many 39Ar events
as 215 000 kg d of running with UAr, proving that
DarkSide-50 could run for two decades with UAr and
be free of 39Ar background. Alternatively, we note that
the WIMP search region in even the longest contem-
plated DarkSide-50 UAr run, drawn to admit the same
0.01 events/(5−PE bin) of 39Ar as the analysis reported
here, would move lower in f90, giving higher WIMP ac-
ceptance at low energies.

Although the liquid scintillator veto was compro-
mised by a high 14C content during this exposure, it was
able to tag and remove the handful of neutron events
expected. In the UAr run, we will be operating with a
neutron veto that will be able to sustain lower thresh-
olds, predicted to give considerably higher neutron re-
jection factor.

A WIMP search with the present dataset gives a limit
as low as 6.1 ⇥ 10�44 cm2 at 100 GeV/c2, the best result
achieved to date with an argon target.
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WIMPs limit 

§ No events observed in the WIMPs search region à 
limit on spin-independent cross section of 6.1x10-44 cm2 
for M=100 GeV/c2

§ Most sensitive dark matter search with Argon as target

Davide Franco - APC 

WIMP Limit 

σ < 6.1 x 10-44 cm2 for 100 GeV WIMP mass 
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The future 
§ Today limits from Xenon experiments are better than 

the ones from Argon
§ But before reaching the neutrino floor we still need to 

gain 5 order of magnitudes
§ Which is the best technology to reach σ~10-49 cm2?
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coherent scattering of solar, atmospheric, and diffuse super-
nova neutrinos begins to limit the sensitivity of direct detec-
tion experiments to WIMPs in absence of directional sensitiv-
ity [52].

2.3 events for spin-independent interactions, and we
compare it in Fig. 7 with limits from recent experi-
ments.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

We report the first underground operations for
physics data taking for the complete DarkSide direct
dark matter search detection system, including the
(46.4 ± 0.7) kg [(36.9 ± 0.6) kg fiducial] LAr TPC, the

30 ton active liquid scintillator shield/veto and the
1 kt active water-Cherenkov shield/veto. An innova-
tive closed-loop argon circulation system with external
purification and cooling allows the LAr TPC to achieve
an electron drift lifetime of > 5 ms. Photoelectron yield
of (7.9 ± 0.4)PE/keV at null field is achieved for detec-
tion of the primary argon scintillation, giving the photo-
electron statistics necessary for high performance pulse
shape discrimination.

Figure 4 covers the range of energies from 8.6 keV to
65.6 keV for 39Ar, and a total of 15 ⇥ 106 39Ar events
were recorded over that energy range. Event selection
based on the TPC cuts is shown to completely suppress
39Ar background events in the present (1422 ± 67) kg d
exposure.

This exposure contains at least as many 39Ar events
as 215 000 kg d of running with UAr, proving that
DarkSide-50 could run for two decades with UAr and
be free of 39Ar background. Alternatively, we note that
the WIMP search region in even the longest contem-
plated DarkSide-50 UAr run, drawn to admit the same
0.01 events/(5−PE bin) of 39Ar as the analysis reported
here, would move lower in f90, giving higher WIMP ac-
ceptance at low energies.

Although the liquid scintillator veto was compro-
mised by a high 14C content during this exposure, it was
able to tag and remove the handful of neutron events
expected. In the UAr run, we will be operating with a
neutron veto that will be able to sustain lower thresh-
olds, predicted to give considerably higher neutron re-
jection factor.

A WIMP search with the present dataset gives a limit
as low as 6.1 ⇥ 10�44 cm2 at 100 GeV/c2, the best result
achieved to date with an argon target.
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Xenon experiments 
§ Xenon based experiment cannot distinguish ER from 

NR with Pulse Shape Discrimination
§ Need to use S1/S2 ratio à discrimination power ~ 100

§ Liquid Argon can reach PSD > 108 à background free!

4

the free electron lifetime and the three-dimensional cor-
rection functions for photon detection e�ciency, which
combine the e↵ects of geometric light collection and PMT
quantum e�ciency (corrected S1 and S2). The 9.4 and
32.1 keV depositions [22] demonstrated the stability of
the S1 and S2 signals in time, the latter confirmed with
measurements of the single extracted electron response.
131mXe and 129mXe (164 and 236 keV de-excitations)
a↵orded another internal calibration, providing a cross-
check of the photon detection and electron extraction
e�ciencies. To model these e�ciencies, we employed
field- and energy-dependent absolute scintillation and
ionization yields from NEST [23–25], which provides an
underlying physics model, not extrapolations, where only
detector parameters such as photon detection e�ciency,
electron extraction e�ciency and single electron response
are inputs to the simulation. Using a Gaussian
fit to the single phe area [26], together with the
S1 spectrum of tritium events, the mean S1 photon
detection e�ciency was determined to be 0.14 ± 0.01,
varying between 0.11 and 0.17 from the top to the
bottom of the active region. This is estimated to
correspond to 8.8 phe/keV

ee

(electron-equivalent energy)
for 122 keV �-rays at zero field [23]. This high photon
detection e�ciency (unprecedented in a xenon WIMP-
search TPC) is responsible for the low threshold and good
discrimination observed [27].
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(a) Tritium ER Calibration
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FIG. 3. Calibrations of detector response in the 118 kg
fiducial volume. The ER (tritium, panel a) and NR (AmBe
and 252Cf, panel b) calibrations are depicted, with the means
(solid line) and ±1.28� contours (dashed line). This choice
of band width (indicating 10% band tails) is for presentation
only. Panel a shows fits to the high statistics tritium data,
with fits to simulated NR data shown in panel b, representing
the parameterizations taken forward to the profile likelihood
analysis. The ER plot also shows the NR band mean and vice
versa. Gray contours indicate constant energies using an S1–
S2 combined energy scale (same contours on each plot). The
dot-dashed magenta line delineates the approximate location
of the minimum S2 cut.

Detector response to ER and NR calibration sources

is presented in Fig. 3. Comparison of AmBe data
with simulation permits extraction of NR detection
e�ciency (Fig. 1), which is in excellent agreement
with that obtained using other datasets (252Cf and
tritium). We describe the populations as a function of
S1 (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4), as this provides the dominant
component of detector e�ciency. We also show contours
of approximated constant-energy [28], calculated from a
linear combination of S1 and S2 [24, 27, 29] generated by
converting the measured pulse areas into original photons
and electrons (given their e�ciencies).
A parameterization (for S2 at a given S1) of the

ER band from the high-statistics tritium calibration
is used to characterize the background. In turn,
the NR calibration is more challenging, partly due to
the excellent self-shielding of the detector. Neutron
calibrations therefore include systematic e↵ects not
applicable to the WIMP signal model, such as multiple-
scattering events (including those where scatters occur
in regions of di↵ering field) or coincident Compton
scatters from AmBe and 252Cf �-rays and (n,�) reactions.
These e↵ects produce the dispersion observed in data,
which is well modeled in our simulations (in both
band mean and width, verifying the simulated energy
resolution), and larger than that expected from WIMP
scattering. Consequently, these data cannot be used
directly to model a signal distribution. For di↵erent
WIMP masses, simulated S1 and S2 distributions are
obtained, accounting for their unique energy spectra.
The ratio of keV

ee

to nuclear recoil energy (keV
nr

)
relies on both S1 and S2, using the conservative
technique presented in [29] (Lindhard with k = 0.110,
compared to the default Lindhard value of 0.166 and
the implied best-fit value of 0.135 from [29]). NR data
are consistent with an energy-dependent, non-monotonic
reduced light yield with respect to zero field [30] with
a minimum of 0.77 and a maximum of 0.82 in the
range 3–25 keV

nr

[23] (compared with 0.90-0.95 used
by previous xenon experiments for significantly higher
electric fields [46, 50]). This is understood to stem from
additional, anti-correlated portioning into the ionization
channel.
The observed ER background in the range 0.9–

5.3 keV
ee

within the fiducial volume was 3.6 ±
0.3 mDRU

ee

averaged over the WIMP search dataset
(summarized in Table I). Backgrounds from detector
components were controlled through a material screening
program at the Soudan Low-Background Counting
Facility (SOLO) and the LBNL low-background counting
facility [13, 26, 33]. Krypton as a mass fraction of xenon
was reduced from 130 ppb in the purchased xenon to
4 ppt using gas charcoal chromatography [35].
Radiogenic backgrounds were extensively modeled

using LUXSim, with approximately 73% of the low-
energy �-ray background originating from the mate-
rials in the R8778 PMTs and the rest from other
construction materials. This demonstrated consistency
between the observed �-ray energy spectra and position

5

TABLE I. Predicted background rates in the fiducial volume
(0.9–5.3 keVee) [31]. We show contributions from the �-
rays of detector components (including those cosmogenically
activated), the time-weighted contribution of activated
xenon, 222Rn (best estimate 0.2 mDRUee from 222Rn chain
measurements) and 85Kr. The errors shown are both
from simulation statistics and those derived from the rate
measurements of time-dependent backgrounds. 1 mDRUee is
10�3 events/keVee/kg/day.

Source Background rate, mDRUee

�-rays 1.8± 0.2stat ± 0.3sys
127Xe 0.5± 0.02stat ± 0.1sys
214Pb 0.11–0.22 (90% C. L.)
85Kr 0.13± 0.07sys

Total predicted 2.6± 0.2stat ± 0.4sys
Total observed 3.6± 0.3stat

distribution [31], and the expectations based on the
screening results and the independent assay of the
natural Kr concentration of 3.5 ± 1 ppt (g/g) in the
xenon gas [36] where we assume an isotopic abundance
of 85Kr/natKr ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�11 [31, 34]. Isotopes created
through cosmogenic production were also considered,
including measured levels of 60Co in Cu components.
In situ measurements determined additional intrinsic
background levels in xenon from 214Pb (from the 222Rn
decay chain) [32], and cosmogenically-produced 127Xe
(T

1/2 = 36.4 days), 129mXe (T
1/2 = 8.9 days), and

131mXe (T
1/2 = 11.9 days). The rate from 127Xe in the

WIMP search energy window is estimated to decay from
0.87 mDRU

ee

at the start of the WIMP search dataset
to 0.28 mDRU

ee

at the end, with late-time background
measurements being consistent with those originating
primarily from the long-lived radioisotopes.

The neutron background in LUX is predicted from
detailed detector BG simulations to produce 0.06 single
scatters with S1 between 2 and 30 phe in the 85.3 live-
day dataset. This was considered too low to include in
the PLR. The value was constrained by multiple-scatter
analysis in the data, with a conservative 90% upper C.L.
placed on the number of expected neutron single scatters
of 0.37 events.

We observed 160 events between 2 and 30 phe (S1)
within the fiducial volume in 85.3 live-days of search
data (shown in Fig. 4), with all observed events being
consistent with the predicted background of electron
recoils. The average discrimination (with 50% NR
acceptance) for S1 from 2-30 phe is 99.6 ± 0.1%, hence
0.64 ± 0.16 events from ER leakage are expected below
the NR mean, for the search dataset. The spatial
distribution of the events matches that expected from the
ER backgrounds in full detector simulations. We select
the upper bound of 30 phe (S1) for the signal estimation
analysis to avoid additional background from the 5 keV

ee

x-ray from 127Xe.
Confidence intervals on the spin-independent WIMP-

nucleon cross section are set using a profile likelihood
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FIG. 4. The LUX WIMP signal region. Events in the
118 kg fiducial volume during the 85.3 live-day exposure are
shown. Lines as shown in Fig. 3, with vertical dashed cyan
lines showing the 2-30 phe range used for the signal estimation
analysis.

ratio (PLR) test statistic [37], exploiting the separation
of signal and background distributions in four physical
quantities: radius, depth, light (S1), and charge (S2).
The fit is made over the parameter of interest plus
three Gaussian-constrained nuisance parameters which
encode uncertainty in the rates of 127Xe, �-rays from
internal components and the combination of 214Pb and
85Kr. The distributions, in the observed quantities, of
the four model components are as described above and
do not vary in the fit: with the non-uniform spatial
distributions of �-ray backgrounds and x-ray lines from
127Xe obtained from energy-deposition simulations [31].
The PLR operates within the fiducial region but the
spatial background models were validated using data
from outside the fiducial volume.

The energy spectrum of WIMP-nucleus recoils is
modeled using a standard isothermal Maxwellian velocity
distribution [38], with v

0

= 220 km/s; v
esc

= 544 km/s;
⇢

0

= 0.3 GeV/cm3; average Earth velocity of 245 km s�1,
and Helm form factor [39, 40]. We conservatively
model no signal below 3.0 keV

nr

(the lowest energy for
which a direct light yield measurement exists [30, 41],
whereas indirect evidence of charge yield exists down
to 1 keV

nr

[42]). We do not profile the uncertainties
in NR yield, assuming a model which provides excellent
agreement with LUX data (Fig. 1 and Fig. 6), in addition
to being conservative compared to past works [23]. We
also do not account for uncertainties in astrophysical
parameters, which are beyond the scope of this work (but
are discussed in [43]). Signal models in S1 and S2 are
obtained for each WIMP mass from full simulations.

The observed PLR for zero signal is entirely consistent
with its simulated distribution, giving a p-value for the
background-only hypothesis of 0.35. The 90% C. L.

LUX calibration

NR

LUX physics

ER

LUX → 0.6 ER events expected below NR mean, some more 
observed close to the NR mean 
Will get worst with larger Xenon detectors 
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ER background in LXe and LAr 

§ LXe à Electron Recoils close to the NR mean
§ LAr à no ER leaking in the NR region (not even 

taking the 90% acceptance line for the NR)
§ DarkSide results obtained with 50 days of AAr à 

correspond to more than 20 years of running with UAr 

5

TABLE I. Predicted background rates in the fiducial volume
(0.9–5.3 keVee) [31]. We show contributions from the �-
rays of detector components (including those cosmogenically
activated), the time-weighted contribution of activated
xenon, 222Rn (best estimate 0.2 mDRUee from 222Rn chain
measurements) and 85Kr. The errors shown are both
from simulation statistics and those derived from the rate
measurements of time-dependent backgrounds. 1 mDRUee is
10�3 events/keVee/kg/day.

Source Background rate, mDRUee

�-rays 1.8± 0.2stat ± 0.3sys
127Xe 0.5± 0.02stat ± 0.1sys
214Pb 0.11–0.22 (90% C. L.)
85Kr 0.13± 0.07sys

Total predicted 2.6± 0.2stat ± 0.4sys
Total observed 3.6± 0.3stat

distribution [31], and the expectations based on the
screening results and the independent assay of the
natural Kr concentration of 3.5 ± 1 ppt (g/g) in the
xenon gas [36] where we assume an isotopic abundance
of 85Kr/natKr ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�11 [31, 34]. Isotopes created
through cosmogenic production were also considered,
including measured levels of 60Co in Cu components.
In situ measurements determined additional intrinsic
background levels in xenon from 214Pb (from the 222Rn
decay chain) [32], and cosmogenically-produced 127Xe
(T

1/2 = 36.4 days), 129mXe (T
1/2 = 8.9 days), and

131mXe (T
1/2 = 11.9 days). The rate from 127Xe in the

WIMP search energy window is estimated to decay from
0.87 mDRU

ee

at the start of the WIMP search dataset
to 0.28 mDRU

ee

at the end, with late-time background
measurements being consistent with those originating
primarily from the long-lived radioisotopes.

The neutron background in LUX is predicted from
detailed detector BG simulations to produce 0.06 single
scatters with S1 between 2 and 30 phe in the 85.3 live-
day dataset. This was considered too low to include in
the PLR. The value was constrained by multiple-scatter
analysis in the data, with a conservative 90% upper C.L.
placed on the number of expected neutron single scatters
of 0.37 events.

We observed 160 events between 2 and 30 phe (S1)
within the fiducial volume in 85.3 live-days of search
data (shown in Fig. 4), with all observed events being
consistent with the predicted background of electron
recoils. The average discrimination (with 50% NR
acceptance) for S1 from 2-30 phe is 99.6 ± 0.1%, hence
0.64 ± 0.16 events from ER leakage are expected below
the NR mean, for the search dataset. The spatial
distribution of the events matches that expected from the
ER backgrounds in full detector simulations. We select
the upper bound of 30 phe (S1) for the signal estimation
analysis to avoid additional background from the 5 keV

ee

x-ray from 127Xe.
Confidence intervals on the spin-independent WIMP-

nucleon cross section are set using a profile likelihood
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FIG. 4. The LUX WIMP signal region. Events in the
118 kg fiducial volume during the 85.3 live-day exposure are
shown. Lines as shown in Fig. 3, with vertical dashed cyan
lines showing the 2-30 phe range used for the signal estimation
analysis.

ratio (PLR) test statistic [37], exploiting the separation
of signal and background distributions in four physical
quantities: radius, depth, light (S1), and charge (S2).
The fit is made over the parameter of interest plus
three Gaussian-constrained nuisance parameters which
encode uncertainty in the rates of 127Xe, �-rays from
internal components and the combination of 214Pb and
85Kr. The distributions, in the observed quantities, of
the four model components are as described above and
do not vary in the fit: with the non-uniform spatial
distributions of �-ray backgrounds and x-ray lines from
127Xe obtained from energy-deposition simulations [31].
The PLR operates within the fiducial region but the
spatial background models were validated using data
from outside the fiducial volume.

The energy spectrum of WIMP-nucleus recoils is
modeled using a standard isothermal Maxwellian velocity
distribution [38], with v

0

= 220 km/s; v
esc

= 544 km/s;
⇢

0

= 0.3 GeV/cm3; average Earth velocity of 245 km s�1,
and Helm form factor [39, 40]. We conservatively
model no signal below 3.0 keV

nr

(the lowest energy for
which a direct light yield measurement exists [30, 41],
whereas indirect evidence of charge yield exists down
to 1 keV

nr

[42]). We do not profile the uncertainties
in NR yield, assuming a model which provides excellent
agreement with LUX data (Fig. 1 and Fig. 6), in addition
to being conservative compared to past works [23]. We
also do not account for uncertainties in astrophysical
parameters, which are beyond the scope of this work (but
are discussed in [43]). Signal models in S1 and S2 are
obtained for each WIMP mass from full simulations.

The observed PLR for zero signal is entirely consistent
with its simulated distribution, giving a p-value for the
background-only hypothesis of 0.35. The 90% C. L.
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Underground Argon 
§ Underground argon is extracted from a mine in 

Colorado
§ All necessary UAr for DarkSide-50 (150 kg) has 

been extracted and shipped to Gran Sasso
§ DarkSide-50 is now filled with UAr
§ 3 years of data taking foreseen

§ CO2 wells in SW Colorado 
(near Cortez)

§ Contains ~500 ppm Argon
§ 39Ar activity < 0.65% of atmos. 

argon (arXiv:1204.6011) 

13/03/2015 40 DarkSide 50March 17, 2015 p. 56

39Ar-depleted Underground argon

● 39Ar (mostly) produced through cosmic rays:

40Ar(n,2n)39Ar 

● underground argon is 39Ar-depleted:

● "our" UAr has > 150x less 39Ar 

● measured only an upper limit 
from small amount of UAr

● next: measurement inside DS-50

arXiv:1204.6011
J. Xu, et al.



Ton-scale experiment 

D. Franco - APC 41 

DarkSide-G2 

 
Goal: high light yield and radio/chemical-purity 
Radio-pure material selection ongoing  
Stainless steel (cryostat, PMT support) 
Copper field cage 
PTFE for segmented reflective cylinder  
Fused silica for windows/diving bell  
Wavelength shifter on reflective surfaces 

Scaled and improved inner detector, and 
cryogenic/purification systems. 

§ Build a ton-scale Double 
Phase LAr TPC ready for 
taking data in 3-4 years

§ An LOI will be presented at 
the Gran Sasso Laboratory 
in April

§ Water and Scintillator veto 
will be the existing ones

§ The TPC will be replaced 
with a larger TPC 
instrumented with SiPM

§ Intermediate step toward 
the final DM experiment 
able to reach the neutrino 
floor (~100 ton)
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French contributions in DarkSide 
§ APC, LPNHE and IPHC are part of the 

DarkSide collaboration and involved in the 
efforts for the next generation detector

§ For DarkSide-50 we have written and we are 
responsible for the Geant4-based MC 
simulation of the experiment
§ The MC includes geometries with larger detector 

and is being used to assess the sensitivity of 
future DarkSide detectors  

§ Contribute to the analysis of DarkSide-50 with 
Underground Argon à new results expected 
soon 

§ ANR proposal to study directionality of NR
13/03/2015 42 



Directionality with LAr 

DarkSide

DM & columnar recombinationDark Matter & Columnar Recombination 

When a nuclear recoil is parallel to the electric field, 
as in Case 1, there will be more electron-ion 
recombination since the electron passes more ions 
as it drifts through the chamber. 
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FIG. 16. Scintillation yield relative to null field (left panels) and ionization yield with non-zero drift field (right
panels) of nuclear recoils at 16.9, 36.1 and 57.2 keV. Black: momentum of nuclear recoil is perpendicular to Ed. Red:
momentum of nuclear recoil is parallel to Ed. Sources of systematic uncertainties common to both field orientations
are not included in the error bars.
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Angular)dependence)from)SCENE

Hint for anisotropy of 57.2 keV nuclear recoils → further investigation with more 
precise measurements and higher energies

Par'cipa'ng+groups:+
Napoli,+LNGS,Roma1,+APC5IN2P3,+Princeton,+Temple,+UCLA

SCENE@UNINA+
Pulsed+neutron+beam+at+the+Tandem+accelerator+

Cryogenic+equipment++Ar+recircula'on+and+purifica'on+
Neutron+detectors

§ For a given recoil energy S1 and S2 are different if the 
recoil is parallel or perpendicular to the drift field because 
of the different  recombination probability

§ If confirmed this effect might allow to distinguish isotropic 
neutrons recoils from WIMP that have a preferred direction

§ ANR project including APC, IPHC, IPNO and LPNHE to 
build a small TPC and expose it to the IPN neutron beam 

DarkSide

DM & columnar recombinationDark Matter & Columnar Recombination 

When a nuclear recoil is parallel to the electric field, 
as in Case 1, there will be more electron-ion 
recombination since the electron passes more ions 
as it drifts through the chamber. 
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FIG. 16. Scintillation yield relative to null field (left panels) and ionization yield with non-zero drift field (right
panels) of nuclear recoils at 16.9, 36.1 and 57.2 keV. Black: momentum of nuclear recoil is perpendicular to Ed. Red:
momentum of nuclear recoil is parallel to Ed. Sources of systematic uncertainties common to both field orientations
are not included in the error bars.
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Conclusions 
§ DarkSide-50 has produced the first physics results with 

Atmospheric Argon (PLB 743, 456 (2015)
§ Best WIMP limit with LAr as target
§ Excellent Pulse Shape Discrimination
§ 1.5x107 ER à none of them in the WIMP search region
§ No background in 20 years of running with UAr

§ DarkSide-50 is now filled with Underground Argon 
§ Results on 39Ar contamination expected soon
§ Take data for 3 years to produce WIMP limits

§ Design study for a intermediate detector on-going
§ Final goal is to build a 100 ton LAr detector to reach the 

neutrino floor
§ Active French community participating to data analysis of 

DarkSide-50 and to the design of the next generations
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